converters is presented. It is based on the use of FSSs which exhibit dual diagonal symmetry, and a novel four-port equivalent circuit able to describe the electrical behavior of the cells for the two linear incident polarizations at the same time. The equivalent circuit allows the use of standardized branch line coupler theory to design LP-CP converters comprising a cascade of an arbitrary number of layers, whose synthesis includes the phase and makes it possible to achieve prescribed electrical conditions systematically. A full design procedure has been developed using the new approach and several designs in both transmission and reflection modes are presented and evaluated. It has been proven that single layer reflective converters exhibit large bandwidths as the two reflected field components are in quadrature independently of the frequency. One of these devices was designed and showed an axial ratio <0.2 dB within the band from 21.5 to 28.5 GHz. The reflective LP-CP converters designed was also manufactured and tested, and the measurements were used to validate the design procedure.
L
INEAR to circular polarization (LP-CP) converters are devices widely used in optical and microwave systems in applications that need CP to be taken advantage of. Their architectures depend on the type of wave to be converted, which can be either guided [1] and [2] or propagated in free space. In the latter case, the most common cell architecture used to obtain LP-CP converters for both modes of operation (transmission or reflection) is based on stacked planar frequency selective surfaces (FSSs), since they can be easily manufactured and integrated. Thus, efforts have been made for a long time to study them [3] - [19] .
The operating principle of all these works assumes the approach that considers an incident electric field, linearly polarized and tilted 45°with respect to one of the two axes that define the period of the cell [see Fig. 1(a) ], dividing the field into two equal orthogonal components. In this case, the cascade of FSSs must be designed to introduce a relative phase shift of 90°between the two transmitted/reflected field components as well as a unitary module for the incident field.
The work described in [3] shows one of the first LP-CP converters based on an FSS architecture, which was designed using a cascade of rectangular FSSs to synthesize a combination of both capacitive and inductive impedance sheets. In [4] - [7] , meander-line shapes were researched, which exhibit a good electrical behavior in terms of the most relevant features for this type of device [axial ratio (AR), bandwidth, reflection levels, or range of angles of incidence], as well as simplicity in the design procedure because the meanders are capacitive for one polarization and inductive for the orthogonal one. Other element shapes based on split rings [8] , [9] , crosses [10] , [11] , or dipoles fed by a slotted planar waveguide [12] were also proposed to improve the electrical performance and the integration of the feeder.
The concept of metasurface has been also used in recent years to develop LP-CP converters, which involve cells made up of subwavelength structures which are electrically thin, thus reducing the profile of the device [13] - [19] . Several metasurface-based designs have been reported to operate in reflection [13] , [14] , transmission [15] - [17] , or hybrid mode [18] , some of which integrate the feed system in the stacking [17] or include beam focusing and gain enhancement [13] .
The strategies used in designing LP-CP converters in these works are varied. In [3] - [8] , the design procedure is based on the use of equivalent circuits combined with electromagnetic (EM) simulators. The circuits are used to obtain the values of susceptances that fulfill the design conditions for the two polarizations efficiently, whereas the EM simulators are only used to find the correspondence between the dimensions of the cell and the circuital parameters. In these cases, if the cell architecture is suitable, the topology of the circuit models can allow the use of standard synthesis to calculate the required susceptances [3] . On the other hand, if the circuit model does not allow standard synthesis, optimization processes must be applied to the equivalent circuits [15] , [18] . However, even in this case, the efficiency is quite acceptable when compared with the designs that use an EM simulator in the full design process, which is usually done when an equivalent circuit cannot describe the electrical behavior of the cells [9] , [17] .
In the cases in which the circuits can be used, the approach that considers a linear incident field tilted 45°makes use of two independent equivalent circuits, one for each polarization [ Fig. 1(b) ]. Thus, the design in the case of the transmission mode involves the synthesis of two different filters that ensure the same transmission ripple for the two LPs, while the required phase shift of 90°is also achieved within the band. However, although the cell topology makes it possible to use standard synthesis to design both filters [20] , it is only limited to the amplitude response, so that the phase restrictions are not included in the synthesis. The strategy commonly used to reach the phase shift requirement within a certain bandwidth consists of designing two filters centered at a different frequency to each other, so that the separation between their central frequencies produces a phase shift of 90° [15] . However, two filters designed at different central frequencies exhibiting the same order and ripple require the use of two different separations, which is not physically achievable. Therefore, this strategy involves a different ripple for each filter, which impairs the performance even at the central frequency, f 0 , unless further optimizations allow the problem to be overcome. Thus, the fact that phase restriction is not considered in the circuital synthesis could give rise to impairments in the electrical performance and/or a more complex design procedure that includes additional iterations and optimizations.
In this paper, a new approach to design FSS-based LP-CP converters is presented. The approach is based on the use of FSSs exhibiting dual diagonal symmetry and a novel equivalent circuit that is introduced for first time and is able to describe the electrical behavior of the cells. The properties of the diagonal symmetries make it possible to describe the FSS cell for the two linear incident polarizations [at 0°and 90°, see Fig. 2(a) ] at the same time using a single fourport circuit, which in turn allows the use of standardized branch line coupler theory [20] in the design of LP-CP converters made up of a cascade of an arbitrary number of layers in both transmission and reflection modes of operation. The standardized process could provide some advantages in the design such as simplicity and better performance, since the phase can be included in the synthesis systematically. Furthermore, the use of a standard synthesis is a powerful tool in establishing the electrical limits of the device, since it makes it possible to predict the minimum number of layers required to reach a certain reflection level, bandwidth, and AR.
A full design procedure has been developed and validated using this new approach. Several designs in both reflection and transmission are presented making use of the same FSS shape, whose electrical limits are studied. Note that the cells showing the dual diagonal symmetry also make it possible to use FSS scatters that are usually difficult to imagine using the other approach (mainly because of their structural complexity), which could provide better performance than other shapes reported in the literature. One of these designs, which has been manufactured, measured, and used to validate the full design procedure, is presented here.
II. THEORETICAL BASIS AND CIRCUIT MODEL
Let us consider a square period single layer FSS, whose metallization thicknesses are negligible, placed in a perfect vacuum. It is well known that if the FSS cell exhibits two symmetries in both horizontal (H) and vertical (V) planes [as shown in Fig. 1(a) ], the electrical response of the cell at normal incidence and H-polarization does not generate a vertical component, and vice versa. Thus, both polarizations are decoupled and can be described independently. Since the FSS cell behaves like a transmission line made up of two parallel plates, the equivalent circuit for each polarization is known and can be represented as a parallel admittance (a susceptance in the absence of losses) whose value depends on the metallization [see Fig. 1(b) ]. However, this behavior is not produced in the cell shown in Fig. 2(a) , due to the absence of symmetry in the main planes. In this case, the cell will generate both field components for a V or H incident polarization, so that the electrical response must be described with a four-port circuit. At present, the elements and the architecture of the four-port network that allow an arbitrary FSS cell to be described have not yet been found because of the complexity of the problem. These elements have been obtained here for the first time if the FSS exhibits dual diagonal symmetry [as shown in Fig. 2(a) ].
To find the equivalent circuit in this particular case, let us consider the equivalent cell obtained when the FSS shown in Fig. 2 If the even and the odd modes are considered simultaneously, the resulting network would be that represented in Fig. 2(d) , which has two symmetries and four independent scattering parameters. To characterize the four-port network, the conventional odd and even decomposition is applied, so that each of the two excitations corresponds to a symmetric quadripole
whose parameters can be associated with a parallel admittance, Y e and Y o , so that
Then, the S matrix (referred to Z 0 ) can be written as where
Since the S-parameters are related to a four-port network that must be reduced to parallel admittances when a diagonal excitation is applied, the equivalent circuit must exhibit the architecture shown in Fig. 3(a) , whose connection quadripole in transmission parameters, T c , is
and whose total transmission matrix, T, is (T is selected to analyze a stacked FSS architecture more easily)
The equivalent circuit may be generalized to consider the metallization of nonnegligible thicknesses, and allows the presence of dielectric layers such as supporting materials or spacers. The latter must be introduced into the circuit by adding transmission lines whose impedances and lengths are appropriate.
As usual, the use of the equivalent circuit requires the prior calculation of the admittances, Y e and Y o , using an EM simulator. These parameters can also be expressed as a Foster expansion [as shown in Fig. 3(b) ] to obtain an equivalent circuit of lumped elements within the entire band of viability of the circuit [21] , which covers the band within which the first harmonic is the only propagating mode in the cell for both polarizations. The first high-order harmonics are the TE 20 and TM 02 modes of the parallel-plate waveguide because of the two symmetries of the rotated cell. Both modes show a cutoff frequency given by f c = c 0 /P , where P = √ 2 · P is the period of the equivalent cell [ Fig. 2(c) ]. Therefore, f c is the maximum frequency of validity of the equivalent circuit.
It should be noted that the proposed circuit also assumes that the evanescent harmonics are sufficiently attenuated between two stacked FSSs (12-15 dB), as the interactions of these modes with the following discontinuity are not considered when the even and the odd admittances are calculated. This phenomenon, which depends on both period and frequency, limits the separation allowed between two stacked FSSs to make the equivalent circuit sufficiently accurate. Thus, separations greater than λ/8 would be desirable (λ being the wavelength), although in practice the thicknesses could be even thinner to obtain suitable circuital predesigns.
III. DESIGN OF REFLECTIVE LP-CP CONVERTERS
In the case of reflective LC-CP converters, (4)- (7) indicate that a single layer FSS is not able to convert the polarization, if the transmission is null, except in the case in which the output ports are charged with a pure reactance (Y L = jb L ). Therefore, the FSS architecture involves placing a short circuit (conducting surface) at a certain distance from the scatter. Thus, the simplest cell necessary to design the converter, which is made up of two-stacked dielectric layers, is shown in Fig. 4 (a). The first layer is a supporting substrate upon which the FSS is printed and the second one could be a mechanical substrate or vacuum. The equivalent circuit is then represented as in Fig. 4 (b), which is a two-port circuit whose main parameters can be easily calculated as
From (10) and (11), it is easy to deduce that both ports are in quadrature at an arbitrary frequency ( ϕ = arg (ρ 11 ) − arg (τ 12 ) = ±π/2). Although the reflected polarization is usually elliptical for a certain incident LP, if (12) then the reflected polarization is circular, which will be right or left handed for an incident V polarization, if ϕ = −π/2 and ϕ = π/2, respectively. 
where
Note that the values of the lengths are obtained at the central frequency, f 0 , for a certain fixed geometry of the FSS scatter, so that if there is no physical solution to (13) , the scatter must be changed.
The use of the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 4 (b) also allows for designing a multilayer architecture charged with a ground plane. The design in this case will be considered in Section III-A, which focuses on the design of LP-CP converters in transmission mode.
A. Example 1
As a particular design of a reflective LP-CP converters, a single layer design has been made in accordance with the stacking shown in Fig. 4(a) , where the material permittivities are: ε s = 3.38 and ε 1 = ε 0 = 1. The FSS scatter used in the design is shown in Fig. 5(a) , which was selected because it provides three design parameters: length (L), width (W ), and separation (S). This particular scatter was introduced in [22] to design metamaterial absorbers.
The design will be made to operate at the central frequency, f 0 = 25 GHz, and the selected upper limit of the bandwidth of interest was 30 GHz. The period P = 5 mm was chosen to be half of a wavelength at the upper limit, so that the first harmonic is propagated at much higher frequencies ( f c = 42.42 GHz). The values L = 2.5 mm and W = 0.5 mm, were selected as the initial parameters, and "S" was small to obtain high capacitance values (S = 0.075 mm). In this case, the values of the even and the odd susceptances for several frequencies, when the reference impedance is Z 0 = η 0 , are represented in Fig. 5(b) , which can be associated with a series resonator, and therefore, with capacitances and inductances (C e , L e and C o , L o ). In a first approach, the distances to the ground plane are calculated by considering that d s d 1 , so that (14) provides two implementable distances: d = 0.828 and 3 mm. The selection of the appropriate distance should take into account the limitations of the equivalent circuit in terms of the effects of high-order harmonics. Thus, if the separation is too small, the attenuation of the first harmonic might not be high enough to make its effect negligible even when it is not propagating, as previously described in Section II. Therefore, an increase in the length of the line of λ/2 at the central frequency should be assumed in this case. Fig. 6 shows the amplitude and the phase of ρ 11 and τ 12 (the design that considers d = 0.828 mm) calculated using two different tools: the equivalent circuit and the EM simulator (computer simulation technology (CST) [23] ); the AR is also represented in both cases. As can be seen, the equivalent circuit is able to describe the EM behavior of the cell with relatively good accuracy, although some discrepancies are observed mainly due to the reflections of the first highorder harmonics on the ground plane (d = 0.828 is too thin to appropriately attenuate these harmonics). However, the accuracy is enough to carry out the design with a guarantee of success, so it can be used in the first steps of the design procedure to obtain a good starting point that can be used by the EM simulator. Also note that the phase difference between the reflection and the transmission parameters is exactly 90°a t any frequency, as demonstrated in (10) and (11) . Thus, a broadband design only means that the amplitudes of both parameters are taken into account.
The curves shown in Fig. 6 are associated to the design, when the dimensions are: L = 2.5 mm and W = 0.5 mm. However, it could be possible to find other pairs of values of length and width that provide a design exhibiting better performance in terms of bandwidth. In fact, a broadband design implies finding the appropriate pair to maximize the bandwidth. To achieve this goal, the procedure used here was: 1) to simulate 25 pairs of values of the length "L" and width "W" electromagnetically (S = 0.075 mm was fixed); 2) to calculate the lumped elements of the even and the odd susceptances of each pair (capacitances and inductances: C e , L e , and C o , L o ), since they provide an equivalent circuit whose components are independent of the frequency; 3) to interpolate the values of the even/odd capacitances and inductances from the 25 samples with the aim of generating a data basis that relates the circuital parameters and the physical dimensions; 4) to calculate the corresponding values of "d" (analytical); and 5) to find the parameters that maximize the bandwidth using the equivalent circuit. Note that the searching process is carried out at the circuital level, so that it is computationally efficient. Once the values of "L," "W ," and "d" are found from the circuital analysis, they were used as a starting point in an EM simulator to optimize the structure.
After applying this circuital procedure, the values of the even and odd capacitances and inductances were: C e = 4.7 pF, C o = 2.23 pF, L e = 6.22 pH, and L o = 4.39 pH, and the related dimensions: L = 2.1 mm, W = 0.55 mm, S = 0.075 mm, d 1 = 1.54 mm, and d s = 0.5 mm. Since the effect of the supporting dielectric is not negligible in this case, it was included in the circuital model. The equivalent circuit represented in Fig. 4(b) is suitable, although it has to be taken into account that the values of the odd and even susceptances must be calculated to include the effect of the change of dielectric in the discontinuity. Once the first set of dimensions was obtained, a slight optimization was carried out with the aim of obtaining a design based on commercial materials. Thus, a supporting material of d s = 0.5 mm, tanδ s = 0.003, and d 1 = 1.5 mm was finally considered. The final dimensions after the optimization do not vary significantly with respect to the first set of dimensions. Fig. 7(a) shows the amplitude and phase of the reflection and polarization conversion coefficients, ρ 11 and τ 12 , as a function of the frequency at normal incidence, calculated with both the equivalent circuit and the EM simulator CST. It can be appreciated that a linear vertical incident polarization (port 1) is reflected into both the vertical (port 1, ρ 11 ) and the horizontal (port 2,τ 12 ) components with the same proportion (around 3 dB) within a large bandwidth. Since the phase shift between the V and the H reflected components is exactly 90°, the reflected wave exhibits CP (left handed) with the AR shown in Fig. 7(b) . It is obvious that the symmetry of the structure makes that a right-handed circularly polarized wave with the same performance is reflected when a linear horizontal field impinges on the converter. The AR obtained is better than 0.2 dB within a large bandwidth from 21.5 to 28.5 GHz (29%).
As regards the behavior of the converter designed at an oblique incidence, Fig. 8 represents the AR at different angles of incidence. As can be seen, the performance becomes worse as the angle increases from the normal. Note that the equivalent circuit is only valid at normal incidence, so that the aforementioned design procedure is not suitable for obtaining an efficient design at an oblique incidence. However, as usual in the literature, the design at normal incidence can be used as the basis for making particular designs at other angles of incidence with the aid of an EM simulator. As an example, Fig. 8 also shows the AR of the structure particularly optimized at 20°(TE), which improves the AR by 1 dB. It is also possible to design single layer reflective converters using other dielectric materials, which are especially suitable for manufacture provided that the resulting thickness is commercially available. Fig. 8 also shows the AR of a reflective single layer converter designed to operate at an angle of incidence of 20°(TE) using (ε 1 = ε s = 3.38). In this case, the period was considered as a design parameter.
The results show that the FSS used in Fig. 5 (or its equivalent when rotated 45°) exhibits a better electrical performance in terms of bandwidth than those reported in the literature for single layer reflective converters (single resonant or multiresonant elements [13] , [24] , [25] ). The results are comparable or even better than those presented in [14] , which also achieve a very large bandwidth although using more complex cell architecture.
IV. DESIGN OF LP-CP CONVERTERS IN TRANSMISSION
The equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 3(a) can be used to design LC-CP converters that operate in the transmission mode. In this case, if the four ports of the circuit are charged with the reference admittance, Y 0 , (4)- (7) imply the impossibility of achieving full transmission for a linear incident polarization (V or H). Therefore, an LP-CP converter cannot be designed by only using a single layer FSS, the use of at least two layers being necessary.
The architecture made up two FSS layers (with dual diagonal symmetry) separated by a dielectric of arbitrary permittivity, ε 1 , and thickness, d, is represented in Fig. 9(a) . In this case, the equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 9(b) , which shows a similarity with a branch line coupler. Thus, if a separation of d = λ/4 is considered (λ is the wavelength at the design frequency), the matching condition that achieves the same amplitudes in ports 2 and 3, would involve a branch line design of 3 dB and the use of the permittivity ε 1 = 2. In accordance with branch line coupler theory, the even and the odd admittances must fulfill ( (15) so that if the FSSs are designed to comply with this equation, ports 2 and 3 of the equivalent circuit would exhibit the same module and a phase shift of 90°, and a circularly polarized wave would be transmitted with no reflections (ports 1 and 4) . In the general case of a multilayer structure made up of "N + 1" stacked FSSs separated by "N" dielectric spacers, the synthesis can be generalized to the design of a 3 dB branch line coupler of "N" sections, as shown in Fig. 10 . The synthesis is standard, and allows different design possibilities and frequency behaviors: periodic, maximally flat, Chebyshev, and so on [20] , which requires the use of λ/4 transmission lines. The periodic synthesis is especially suitable, because it provides the same impedance as the reference for every spacer, so that they can be air layers or low permittivity dielectrics. If the multilayered FSSs architecture is loaded with a ground plane (multilayer reflective LP-CP converter), the architecture also allows a standardized synthesis. Each type of synthesis provides the admittance values of both the spacers and the branches, and therefore, the values of the even and odd susceptances to be achieved for each FSS. Thus, the synthesis is reduced to ensure that the FSS of each layer reaches (15) independently for the appropriate reference impedance.
It is clear that the even and odd admittances of an FSS cannot fulfill (15) at every frequency, since the FSS usually behaves as a series resonator [ Fig. 5(b) ]. However, it is expected that this condition can be accomplished at least at the central frequency. Therefore, the resulting designs will usually present lower bandwidths than those using direct transmission lines.
Note that the synthesis of 3-dB branch-line couplers of N-sections is able to guarantee that both transmitted LPs exhibit the same amplitude within a prescribed bandwidth, ripple, and reflection level. As regards, the achievement of a phase difference of 90°between both field components, the synthesis also ensures that the phase shift of 90°tends to be achieved within the prescribed bandwidth under a certain phase ripple (90°is achieved exactly at the central frequency). Thus, the bandwidth of the LP-CP converter will increase inherently for a given FSS shape as the number of sections increases. Since an FSS usually behaves as a series resonator, it could be possible to relate the prescribed parameters of the synthesis (bandwidth, ripple of the coupling, reflection levels, and number of layers) with the AR, and therefore, predict the full electrical performance of the device, if the FSS used reaches the appropriate circuital values. Fig. 2(a) ].
Once the synthesis is carried out and the correspondence between the circuital and the geometrical parameters is calculated, the design is relatively easy. Since several combinations of the dimensional parameters could provide a solution at the central frequency, the equivalent circuit can be used to find the appropriate parameters to maximize the bandwidth within the limits of the FSS used. In this case, the computation of the response of the device is quite simple, if the four-port transmission matrix, T, is used to define each FSS layer and spacer, as the behavior of the stacked architecture can be easily obtained by multiplying the transmission matrices of each of the components of the multilayered structure.
It should be noted that this method cannot be generalized to consider a rectangular lattice, as shown in [19] and [26] . In this case, the absence of dual diagonal symmetry makes that the equivalent four-port circuit shows asymmetric impedances in both the ports and the connection quadripole, thus not making it possible to use the standard branch line coupler theory.
The use of a standardized synthesis provides beneficial conditions for the designer, since it provides: 1) a systematic design procedure that includes the phase and allows for the prescribed electrical conditions to be achieved; 2) theoretical limits to the fractional bandwidth to be reached with a certain number of layers (the maximum limit of the structure that does not depend on the geometry of the FSS); and/or 3) the electrical limits of the FSS-scatter selected. However, there are some limitations that make the method does not take advantage of all possible degrees of freedom of a transmissive cell comprising N arbitrary FSSs, which could limit its electrical performance: 1) the standard synthesis requires fixed values of thickness and impedance for every dielectric layer (multiple of a quarter of a wavelength), so that the designed converters show a relatively high profile; 2) the equivalent circuit is suitable, if the cell exhibits: square period, dual diagonal symmetry, single mode operation, and enough attenuation of the evanescent modes, as discussed in Section II; and 3) the cell must operate in far-field conditions at normal incidence. Note that, although the equivalent circuit is not suitable at oblique incidence, the designs at normal incidence are useful as an optimum base to use the EM simulators and optimization processes, as demonstrated in Section III.
If these limitations can be accepted, a standard and a systematic design procedure is possible for an arbitrary number of layers, which could be especially beneficial in developing LP-CP converters comprising a large number of layers needed to fulfill stringent band requirements for both AR and reflection. Otherwise, other design strategies should be considered [7] - [19] , although at the expense of nonstandardized methods that in the best scenario require optimizations to be applied to the circuit. If 2) and 3) are assumed, the equivalent circuit presented in this paper could be still used to obtain hybrid design strategies that imply the optimization at the circuital level to reduce the thickness of the dielectric layers and the profile of the device.
A. Example 2
A two-layer LP-CP converter in transmission has been designed to operate at the central frequency f 0 = 25 GHz, which is made up of the FSS shape used in Section III-A (Fig. 5) . As previously mentioned, the permittivity of the dielectric spacer must be ε 1 = 2, and the thickness d = λ 1 /4 = 2.121 mm, although in the design the thickness has been increased λ/2 to achieve a good accurate equivalent circuit (d = 3λ 1 /4 = 6.364 mm). The even and odd susceptances for a set of dimensional values that fulfills (15) at 25 GHz is represented in Fig. 11(a) (c) shows the reflections and the AR calculated with CST of the final design at normal incidence and linear vertical incident polarization. As can be seen, the device exhibits a small bandwidth, as expected from a 3 dB branch line of 1 section. The AR is less than 1 dB within the band from 23.6 to 26.3 GHz (10.4%) and the reflection is better than −15 dB. However, it is relatively easy to increase the bandwidth by varying the dimensions slightly, and therefore, introducing a ripple response, although at the expense of increasing the AR and the reflection at the central frequency [ Fig. 11 (RI) , L = 3.15, W = 0.1, S = 0.075, P = 5, and d = 6.9mm]. It must be noted that in this case the ripple cannot be associated with a standardized synthesis, since a branch line of N = 2 sections does not allow a canonical ripple response.
B. Example 3
In the case of three stacked FSS and periodical synthesis, the two spacers must have d 1 = d 2 = λ 0 /4 and ε r1 = ε r2 = 1, and the reference impedances for the three branches must 
The design that considers transmission lines provides a potential AR of less than 1 dB within the band from 21.4 to 28.6 GHz (28.8%), and reflections better than −18 dB. However, to consider the effect of the FSSs, series resonators must be assumed to carry out the branches, as discussed earlier. In this case, the even and the odd inductances and capacitances required to fulfill (15) at each layer at 25 GHz would be those detailed in Table I . Fig. 12(a) shows the circuital frequency response of the S-parameters and the phase shift between the transmitted components (ports 2 and 3) of the field when a vertically polarized incident field (port 1) impinges on the designed LP-CP converter. The AR is also represented in Fig. 12(b) . As can be seen, the AR in this case is less than 1 dB within the band from 19.8 to 26 GHz (26%), which increases with respect to the case of two FSS layers (the reflections are better than −15 dB). Note that the 90°of phase shift between the transmitted field components is maintained within the prescribed bandwidth, as expected from the synthesis process. It can also be noted that the band is displaced as a consequence of the approach considered when the transmission lines are substituted by the series resonators, so that the final process would involve the design at a higher frequency to be made or to optimize the dimensions to center the band. The design obtained would be physically achievable, if the FSS-scatters used were able to provide the values of the even and the odd capacitances in Table I . However, it has been proven that the scatter shown in Fig. 5 (which is single resonant), does not reach these values. Thus, the periodic synthesis of two sections cannot be achieved with the FSS considered here. It is expectable that a more complex-FSS architecture (multiresonant) exhibits the required values. Furthermore, other synthesis types such as that of Chebyshev could be considered to carry out the design of three FSS LP-CP converters in transmission mode. All this paper will be evaluated in the future.
V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
To validate the proposed design process experimentally and to research the viability of one of the designs presented, a sample of 40 × 40 cells (200 × 200 mm) of the reflective LC-CP element designed in Section III-A (Fig. 7) was manufactured and tested. The metallizations (FSS) were etched on Arlon 25N (0.5 mm thick) using a laser circuit structuring process, which provided tolerances of ±20 μm to the dimensional values of the cells. The required air thickness (1.5 mm) was achieved using a supporting square frame of FR-4 (1.5 mm thick), which circumscribes the nonactive region of the device and was secured to the supporting material and the ground plane (metallic plate) through the dielectric screws. Both the tolerances of the FR-4 and the mechanical structure (bending of the supporting material) introduced a tolerance to the air thickness of about ±0.3 mm.
To measure the device at normal incidence, the typical setup made up of both transmitter and receiver horns was considered. However, given our lack of availability of a set of orthomode transducers to cover the broadband of the converter, an offset system was used. To reduce the angle of incidence on the device under test (DUT) as much as possible, we took advantage of the compact antenna test range based on the Gregorian system of an anechoic chamber [as shown in Fig. 13(a) ], which generates an incident plane wave that impinges on the converter at an angle of incidence of 0.25°F ig. 13(b) shows a photograph of the device placed on the anechoic chamber. Fig. 14(a) shows the measured amplitude and phase difference of the reflection and the conversion coefficients (ρ 11 and τ 12 in accordance with the nomenclature used in Section III) of the LC-CP converter for a V incident LP. Fig. 14(b) represents the measured AR (decibel). The EM simulations (CST) are also represented in Fig. 14 for those cases that consider the nominal dimensions (Nom) or the aforementioned tolerances (Nom + Tol). As can be seen, the measured AR is about 1.2 dB in the band from 20 to 30 GHz, and the fixed phase shift between the two linear reflected components within the band is about 90°, as demonstrated theoretically. The discrepancies between the simulations (Nom + Tol) and measurements in Fig. 14 could be explained as the measurements include the effect of the finite size of the device. Note that although the test system is able to eliminate the effect of the supporting structure of the DUT, the device is illuminated uniformly by a plane wave.
It is clear that a better manufacturing tolerances or a more appropriate selection of materials are required to achieve real AR = 0.2 dB, especially those related to the air thickness. It has been computed that the AR of the device increases 0.3 dB when ±20 μm of tolerance is considered for the metallizations; the same effect is achieved, if 50 μm of tolerance is considered for the air thickness. Thus, the sensitivity of the device to dimensional errors is relatively high. Note that the cells exhibiting dual diagonal symmetry tend to show worse sensitivity to dimensional variations than other FSS shapes (i.e., a single dipole), since a variation in one of the main dimensions affects the two polarizations at the same time. However, it can be ameliorated if the sensitivity to tolerance errors is considered as a design criterion, and therefore, included in the design procedure, although probably at the expense of exacerbating the electrical performance in terms of bandwidth.
The difficulty in measuring a very low AR would also involve a better measuring setup, which illuminates the device with certain amplitude taper. However, the test performed here validates the design procedure proposed, and particularly demonstrates the theoretical property of broadband 90°phase shift between the reflected linear components of the LP-CP converters working in reflection mode (comprising cells with dual diagonal symmetry), which is important in achieving the broadband behavior of these devices.
VI. CONCLUSION
FSS cells that exhibit dual diagonal symmetry can be fully described with a four-port equivalent circuit at normal incidence. The circuit is suitable if the cells exhibit square period, single mode operation, far-field excitation and enough attenuation of the high-order modes between pairs of stacked FSSs. However, if these limitations are assumed, the circuit allows for the use of standardized coupler theory to design the LP-CP converters in both transmission and reflection modes. The standardized synthesis provides some advantages in the design such as simplicity, better performance, and the capability of achieving prescribed electrical conditions systematically for an arbitrary number of layers, although at the expense of using fixed thicknesses (multiple of a quarter of a wavelength) which could increase the profile of the device.
In the case of single layer reflective converters made up of FSS with dual diagonal symmetry, the two reflected field components were theoretically demonstrated to be in quadrature independently of the frequency, so that the bandwidths of these devices are inherently large (BW > 30% with AR < 0.2 dB).
The synthesis in transmission mode guarantees an exact design (reflection and transmission features) at the central frequency, and the identical amplitudes of −3 dB and phase shift of 90°under a controlled ripple for the two transmitted field components within a prescribed bandwidth and reflection level (pseudoexact design). The converters operating in transmission usually exhibit narrow bandwidths for a small number of layers, which can be improved by increasing the sections of the device (similar to what happens to branch line couplers). In the case of two FSS layers made up of single resonant elements, bandwidths of between 10%-15% could be achieved if the required AR is assumed to be less than 1 dB. In the case of three stacked FSSs, the periodical synthesis could reach AR < 1 dB within bandwidths larger than 25% (reflection levels better than −15 dB), although a more sophisticated FSS-scatter than that used (single resonant) is required. Other FSS shapes (multiresonant) and/or other synthesis types could improve the performance.
